Elsewhere we have provided details on a program for the probabilistic classification of sequence reads from metagenomes to microbial species (SPARSE) [1] . Similarly, we have also provided details on a stand-alone set of pipelines (EToKi) that are used to perform backend calculations for EnteroBase [2] . We have also provided examples of analyses of genomes reconstructed from metagenomes from ancient skeletons together with genomes from their modern relatives [3] , which can also be visualized within EnteroBase. Finally, we have also described GrapeTree [4], a graphic visualizer of genetic distances between large numbers of genomes. Here we combine all of these approaches, and examine the microbial diversity within the human oral microbiome from hundreds of metagenomes of saliva, plaque and dental calculus, from modern as well as from historical samples. 1591 microbial species were detected by these methods, some of which differed dramatically in their frequency by source of the metagenomes. We had anticipated that the oral complexes of Socransky et al. [5] would predominate among such taxa. However, although some of those species did discriminate between different sources, we were unable to confirm the very existence of the oral complexes. As a further example of the functionality of these pipelines, we reconstructed multiple genomes in high coverage of Streptococcus mutans and Streptococcus sobrinus, two species that are associated with dental caries. Both were very rare in historical dental calculus but they were quite common in modern plaque, and even more common in saliva. The reconstructed genomes were compared with modern genomes from RefSeq, providing a detailed overview of the core genomic diversity of these two species.
1.Introduction
Multiple research areas have undergone revolutionary changes in the last 10 years due to broad accessibility to high throughput DNA sequencing at reduced costs. These include the evolutionary biology of microbial pathogens based on metagenomic sequencing. Studies on Mycobacterium tuberculosis [6, 7] , Mycobacterium leprae [8, 9] , Yersinia pestis [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] and Salmonella enterica [3, 15, 16] have yielded important insights into the history of infectious diseases by combining modern and historical genomes. In most cases, interpretations of the newly deciphered historical genomes benefitted greatly because they could be slotted into an existing framework for the modern population genomic structure of the causative bacteria [17] [18] [19] . However, interesting questions about other microbes are more difficult to address where a framework based on extensive analyses of modern organisms is still lacking.
Exploring the genetic diversity of microbes directly from metagenomic sequences is usually performed by classifying the sequence reads into taxonomic units. Taxonomic assignments can be performed by the de novo assembly of the metagenomic reads into MAGs (metagenomic assembled genomes), or by assigning individual sequence reads to existing reference genomes. However most current metagenomic classifiers rely on the public genomes in NCBI, which are subject to an extreme sample bias and have a preponderance of genomes from pathogenic bacteria. Furthermore, shotgun metagenomes often include DNA from environmental sources, which include multiple micro-organisms that have never been cultivated, and may belong to unknown or poorly classified microbial taxa whose abundance is not reflected by existing databases. Recent evaluations have also demonstrated that current taxonomic classifiers either lack sufficient sensitivity for species-level assignments, or suffer from false positives, and that they overestimate the number of species in the metagenome [20] [21] [22] . Both tendencies are especially problematic for the identification of microbial species which are only present at lowabundance, e. g. detecting pathogens in ancient metagenomic samples.
We designed SPARSE to provide accurate taxonomic assignments of metagenomic reads and published a technical description in 2018 [1] . SPARSE accounts for the existing bias in reference databases by creating a subset that represents the entire genetic diversity according to 99% average nucleotide identity (ANI99%) but assigns taxonomic designations based on its ANI95% superset, which is roughly equivalent to individual bacterial species [23, 24] . To this end, it groups genomes of Bacteria, Archaea, Viruses and Protozoa from RefSeq into sequence similarity-based hierarchical clusters, and the resulting dataset includes only one reference genome per ANI99% cluster for fine-grained taxonomic assignments. SPARSE assigns metagenomic sequence reads to these clusters by using Minimap2 [25] . Unreliable alignments are excluded if the successful alignments were widely dispersed because wide dispersion reflects either ultra-conserved elements of uncertain specificity or a high probability of homoplasies due to horizontal gene transfer. The remaining metagenomic reads are then assigned to unique clusters on the basis of a probabilistic model, and labelled according to the taxonomic labels and pathogenic potential of the genomes within those clusters. The probabilistic model specifically penalizes non-specific mappings of reads from unknown sources, and hence reduces false-positive assignments. Our methodological comparisons demonstrated that SPARSE has greater precision and sensitivity with simulated metagenomic data than 10 other taxonomic classifiers, and, unlike five other methods, consistently yielded correct identifications of pathogen reads within metagenomes of ancient DNA [1] .
After SPARSE has assigned reads to taxa, it can also be used to extract reads corresponding to an ANI95% taxon of interest from the metagenomic data, which corresponds to a species [24] . The next step for genomic analyses is provided by EToKi [2] , a stand-alone package of pipelines that we developed for EnteroBase to support manipulations with 100,000s of modern microbial genomes. The filter function in EToKi merges overlapping pair-ended reads within each data set, removes low quality bases and trims adapter sequences. It then conducts a fine-grained evaluation of the reads for greater sequence similarities to an in-group of genomes from the taxon of interest than to other genomes from a related but distinct out-group. EToKi then masks all nucleotides in an appropriate reference genome, and creates a pseudo-MAG equivalent by unmasking nucleotides with sufficient coverage among the reads that have passed the in-group/out-group comparisons. Finally, EToKi creates a SNP matrix from pseudo-MAGs plus additional draft genomes, and generates a Maximum-Likelihood phylogeny (RAxML 8.2 [26] ). The ML tree can be imported together with its metadata for visual interrogation by graphic interfaces in EnteroBase such as GrapeTree [4] or Dendrogram, as recently illustrated for ancient metagenomes of Y. pestis [2] .The availability of these tools is not restricted to ancient DNA genomes, and they can be readily used metagenomic analyses of modern samples.
Here we illustrate how these tools can be used to investigate the taxonomic composition of metagenomes from the modern and ancient human oral flora, and also examine in greater detail the population genomic structures of Streptococcus mutans and Streptococcus sobrinus, which are associated with dental caries in some human populations [27] [28] [29] .
Results

(a) SPARSE analysis of oral metagenomes
In its original incarnation in August 2017 [1] , SPARSE used MASH [30] to assign 101,680 genomes from the NCBI RefSeq database to 28,732 ANI99% clusters of genomes [1] . By May 2018, 21,540 additional genomes had been added to NCBI RefSeq. These were merged into the existing database in the same manner as previously, either by creating a new cluster containing one genome if the ANI to all existing clusters was less than 99%, or else by merging that genome into an existing cluster. The resulting database contained 33,212 ANI99% clusters of microbial genomes from Eukaryotes, Prokaryotes and Viruses. One representative genome was chosen for each of the 32,378 ANI99% clusters containing Bacteria, Archaea or Viruses. The ANI99% representative database was supplemented by a human reference genome (Genome Reference Consortium Human Build 38) such that reads from human DNA could also be called. All the representative genomes were assigned to a superset of 20,054 ANI95% clusters, and this was used for species assignments and genomic extractions.
We identified 17 public archives containing 1,016 sets of metagenomic sequences (Table 1) from 791 oral samples which had been obtained from modern human saliva, modern human dental plaque or historical dental calculus from a variety of global sources (Table S1) . Individual sequence reads from those metagenomes were assigned to taxa with SPARSE, and then cleaned with EToKi filter. Seven metagenomes lacked bacterial reads from the oral microbiome (ancient dental calculus: 5; modern saliva: 2). These seven metagenomes were ignored for further analyses, leaving metagenomes from a total of 784 samples ( Table 2 ). The Table S2 reports the percentage assignment of the reads in each sample to each of 1,592 taxa, except that assignments at a frequency of <0.0005% of the sequence reads are reported as 0%. That spreadsheet includes a column identifying potential pathogens, including assignments to the oral microbial complexes defined by Socransky et al. [5] . SPARSE also identified 158 samples containing Archaea from six species and 314 samples containing human viruses or bacteriophages (Table 3 ).
(b) Comparisons of microbiomes from saliva, plaque and historical dental calculus
We tested whether the quantitative levels of microbial taxa differed by sample source with multiple approaches. UMAP (Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection), a recently described [31] high performance algorithm for dimensional reduction of diversity within large amounts of data by non-linear multidimensional clustering, was applied to the abundances of each taxon in each sample. Visual examination of a UMAP plot ( Fig. 1A) shows three discrete clusters. The discrete nature of these clusters was confirmed by an independent application of machine learning via optimal k-mean clustering based on the first three components from the UMAP analysis (Supplemental Fig. S1A ). Most members of each cluster were from a common source, i.e. one cluster from modern saliva, one from modern dental calculus, and one from ancient dental calculus ( Fig. 1A) . However, the correlation was imperfect, and each cluster also contained some metagenomes from alternative sources. Similar results were obtained with a classical principal component analysis (PCA), except that the clusters were not as clearly distinguished and each cluster contained a higher proportion of exceptions (Supplemental Fig.  S1B ). The assignments of source affiliations to cluster were largely consistent between UMAP and PCA, with occasional exceptions (Supplemental Fig. S1C ).
We also compared the correlation between clusters and source by hierarchical clustering. To this end, we calculated the Euclidean p-distances between each pair of samples, and subjected them to hierarchical clustering by the neighbor-joining algorithm with the results shown in Fig.  1B . This approach also largely separated the samples by source, with only few exceptions. Samples from modern saliva formed one large cluster. Samples from modern dental plaque formed two related but discrete sub-clusters, one of which included a sub-sub cluster of samples from historical dental calculus. These clusters also largely corresponded to the clusters found by k-mean clustering of UMAP data (Supplemental Fig. S1A ).
Thus, three independent methods each found three primary and distinct clusters of the quantitative numbers of reads in microbial taxa, and these clusters largely corresponded to modern saliva, modern plaque and historical dental calculus. This finding indicates that there are source-specific taxa in the metabiomes from these sources.
(c) Source-specific taxa
We used the SVM machine learning approach to identify the most important bacterial taxa for the observed clustering of microbial taxon composition by sample source. The results for the 40 most discriminating ANI95% taxa with the most optimal of 300 variants of the SVM model are presented in descending order of their SVM weights in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 also includes mini-histograms for each of the 40 taxa that summarize their relative abundance of sequence reads by source. Multiple taxa were dramatically more prominent in samples from one source than from either of the two other sources. However, the most prominent sample source varied with the taxon. Eleven of the 40 discriminatory taxa belonged to the oral complexes that are associated with periodontitis according to Socransky et al. [5] . In general agreement with this observation, seven species from oral complexes (Veillonella parvula, Fusobacterium nucleatum, Capnocytophaga gingivalis, Streptococcus gordonii, Actinomyces naeslundii, Actinomyces viscosus, and Capnocytophaga sputigena) were most abundant in modern plaque and two other species (Streptococcus sanguinis, Tannerella forsythia) were most abundant in historical dental calculus. The yellow complex includes Streptococcus mitis, which SPARSE subdivided into two distinct ANI95% clusters designated S. mitis A and S. mitis B in accordance with a recent publication [32] . Each of the two taxa was most frequent in saliva than in dental plaque or dental calculus.
We were somewhat surprised that 17 other taxa that were assigned to an oral complex by Socransky et al. [5] were not included in the 40 most discriminatory taxa. We therefore examined the relative abundances of all 28 taxa from oral complexes in greater detail ( Fig. 3) . Three of the four taxa in the Blue and Purple Complexes are very abundant in oral metagenomes, and all four are preferentially found in modern plaque. However, the other oral complexes are not uniform in their patterns of relative abundances. For example, within the Red complex, both T. forsythia and Treponema denticola were most frequently found in historical dental calculus but Porphyromonas gingivalis is is most frequent in modern plaque, and is generally much less abundant. Similar intra-complex discrepancies were found for the Orange, Yellow, and Green Complexes.
The inconsistent frequencies of members of an oral complex raises questions about whether the compositions of those complexes are consistent in individual samples. Careful reading of Socransky et al. [5] revealed that the oral complexes were considered as a hypothesis, whereas they have now attained the status of conventional wisdom, and even play a prominent role in routine laboratory investigations of periodontitis. The data in that publication were based on 28 cultivated bacterial species, whose presence or absence was determined by DNA hybridization against a small number of probes. This technology is now outdated; the number of oral taxa has increased dramatically; and the data presented here are for relative abundance rather than presence or absence. We have therefore examined the strengths of association into the oral complexes from the current data presented here according to similar criteria and similar methods as those used in Socransky et al. publication.
The original composition of the oral complexes depended strongly on results from hierarchical clustering based on a concordance between pairs of species for presence or absence in individual samples. The tree in Fig. 4 shows neighbour-joining clustering of the common microbial taxa detected by SPARSE, some of which have been cultivated whereas others have not. The taxa were clustered by the similarities of their abundances over all samples. This tree provides no support for the original composition of the oral complexes because the four areas of the tree where oral complex taxa are clustered each contain representatives from multiple complexes, and none of those clusters corresponds to the original compositions proposed by Socransky et al. [5] .
It seemed possible that the discrepancies between Fig. 4 and the original compositions of the oral complexes might reflect the fact that this study identified many additional taxa. We therefore performed cluster analyses with our current data for the original set of 31 cultivatable bacterial species examined by Socransky et al. We compared the Neighbor-joining algorithm used here with the less powerful, agglomerative clustering method (UPGMA, Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean) used by Socransky et al. We also compared the abundances across all samples with abundances in plaque, which was the primary source for bacteria tested by These inconsistencies in clustering patterns across minor differences in sampling and clustering algorithms raise severe doubts about the very existence of the oral complexes as defined by Socransky et al. [5] .
(d) Numbers of taxa per source
The rarefaction curves in Fig. 5A provide a breakdown of taxa by sample source as additional samples are tested. SPARSE detected 1591 microbial taxa over all 784 metagenomic samples: 1,389 from modern saliva; 842 from modern plaque and 696 from historical calculus. These estimates will increase as additional samples are added, but at increasingly slower rates because the rarefaction curves seem to be reaching a plateau, except possibly for historical dental calculus where the fewest samples have been evaluated until now.
The median numbers of taxa per sample were much more moderate than the total numbers, ranging from 177 (historical dental calculus) to 288 (modern saliva). These median values reflect a bimodal distribution for numbers of taxa per sample ( Fig. 5B ), wherein a few samples had jackpots of large numbers of taxa but all other samples had only few.
The analyses described above focused on differences in taxon composition by source. However, the Venn diagram in Fig. 5C shows that 447 taxa were common to all three sources, even if their relative abundance varied. Modern plaque yielded only 34 taxa which were not found in either historical dental calculus or modern saliva. More source-specific taxa were found in historical dental calculus, which may possibly reflect some contamination with environmental material. Alternatively, some taxa may be absent in modern dental plaque because historical lineages have become extinct [3] . Saliva yielded 504 unique taxa, some of which might be transient, and do not persist long enough to be incorporated into plaque.
(e) Population genomics of organisms associated with dental caries
The causes of dental caries remain controversial [28, [33] [34] [35] , other than that the disease is usually preceded by dental plaque, and that modern dental plaque contains high concentrations of Streptococcus mutans and Streptococcus sobrinus. Our data confirms that reads belonging to these two taxa are abundant in modern dental plaque, and even more abundant in modern saliva ( Fig. 6A,C ). Our data also shows that the abundance of both S. mutans and S. sobrinus was extremely low in historical dental calculus, supporting prior conclusions that S. mutans first became common in the last 200 years after industrialization introduced high levels of sugar to human diets [36] . S. sobrinus was undetectable in the historical samples (<10 reads per metagenome) but up to 0.01% of all reads in some historical samples were assigned to S. mutans. These reads showed an increase of deamination in their 5'-ends ( Fig. S4 ), confirming that they were truly from ancient DNA, and that S. mutans has been part of the human oral microbiome for millennia [36] .
We exploited the high frequency of sequence reads from these two Streptococcus species in modern dental plaque and saliva to illustrate how SPARSE and EToKi can be used to extract MAGs from metagenomic sequence reads, and combine them with genomes sequenced from cultivated bacteria. To this end, we extracted all sequence reads specific to the ANI95% clusters for S. mutans and S. sobrinus from metagenomes in which there was high coverage (Fig. 6E,F) , and cleaned them with the EToKi prepare module. The reads were filtered with EToKi assemble by specifying a reference genome as well as an ingroup and an outgroup of additional genomes. Sequence reads were excluded which had higher alignment scores to the outgroup than to the ingroup genomes. EToKi creates a pseudo-genome from each reference genome (S. mutans: UA159; S. sobrinus: NCTC12279) in which all nucleotides are masked in order to ensure that only nucleotides supported by metagenomic reads will be used for phylogenetic analysis. Sites in the pseudo-genome were unmasked which were covered by ≥3 reads. These procedures resulted in a total of 31 MAGs for S. mutans and 15 MAGs for S. sobrinus in which over 70% of the reference genome had been unmasked, most of which were from Chinese samples [37] . The MAGs were combined with genomes from cultivated bacteria of the same species from Brazil, the U.S. and the UK as well as other countries ( Table 2) and EToKi align was used to extract non-repetitive SNP matrices, which were subjected to calculation of Maximum Likelihood (ML) phylogenies ( Fig. 7) using EToKi phylo.
The ML phylogenies of the two species showed interesting differences. Geographic clustering was apparent within the ML tree of S. sobrinus. All Chinese MAGs clustered together, separate from the bacterial genomes from Brazil. In contrast, S. mutans MAGs from Chinese isolates did not show obvious phylogeographic specificities, and were inter-dispersed among bacterial genomes from multiple geographic locations. Similar conclusions about a lack of phylogeographic specificity have been reached with a subset of 57 genomes in previous studies [38] .
Discussion
Several years ago, we accidentally became interested in comparing genomes assembled from metagenomes from historical sources with draft genomes from cultivated bacteria. Our initial efforts involved the deployment of individual bioinformatic tools, comparisons of multiple publicly available algorithms, and compilation of draft genomes from publicly available sequence read archives of short read sequences [7] . In parallel we were also involved in developing EnteroBase, a compendium of 100,000s of draft genomes assembled from multiple genera that can cause enteric disease in humans. Including Salmonella [2, 19] . These two directions overlapped when we had the opportunity to examine the evolutionary history of Salmonella enterica based on metagenomics sequences from 800 year old bones, teeth and dental calculus [3] . In that case, reads from S. enterica were found in teeth and bone, but nor in dental calculus. However, we were motivated to examine further samples of dental calculus, and quickly realized that life was too short for manual analyses. Optimised pipelines were needed, but none of the existing tools proved to be adequately reliable and sufficiently sensitive for assigning sequence reads from historical metagenomes to the tree of microbial life. We therefore took a step back, and developed SPARSE to satisfy our requirements. In parallel, we developed EToKi to be able to efficiently handle manipulations with sequence reads and genomic assemblies for the back end operations in EnteroBase. Finally, we developed GrapeTree [4] , which supports the graphic visualization and manipulation of phylogenetic trees representing large numbers of genomes. Here we have demonstrated how to combine these tools to obtain an overview of the microbial flora in samples from human oral saliva, modern dental plaque and historical dental calculus. We also demonstrate how these tools can be used to reconstruct genomes of taxa present at moderate concentrations within metagenomics sequences, and compare them with conventional draft genomes. The experimental procedures for processing 791 metagenomes consisted of running SPARSE in the background for 2 months (~100,000 CPU hours). The pipelines described here permitted all other procedures and evaluations described here to be completed in less than two weeks.
All data produced here are freely accessible, including genomes, taxon abundances per sample, and examples of the commands used https://github.com/zheminzhou/OralMicrobiome. The programs and source code are also publicly available.
As novices to the area of oral biology, we were prepared to believe in the existence of oral complexes of bacteria [5] . However, we were not able to reliably reconstruct the original patterns which led to their definition ( Fig. 4, Fig. S3 ), and suggest that their existence may have depended on currently outdated technology and a focus on limited samples of microbial taxa. Given our inability to corroborate this concept, we suggest that the existence and composition of the oral complexes should be re-examined by others, with other datasets and other methods.
We were also curious about organisms associated with dental caries and late stages of dental plaque formation, S. mutans and S. sobrinus, especially because there were sufficient reads to assemble partial genomes (MAGs) from multiple samples as well as multiple draft genomes from cultivated bacteria. We were also intrigued by the claim that S. mutans was rare in historical plaque [36] . Our data support that claim, and we found only very low frequencies of reads of either organism in the historical calculus samples that we examined. Our data also support prior conclusions of a lack of phylogeographic differentiation within S. mutans [38] . However, although the data are still somewhat limited, there seems to be a clear distinction between S. sobrinus from China and Brazil, which might reflect phylogeographical signals. Unfortunately, the two sets of genomes are also different by source because the Chinese genomes were MAGs reconstructed from metagenomes and the Brazil genomes were from cultivated bacteria. Other scientists with an interest in this organism might want to obtain additional genomes of S. sobrinus from other geographical areas to determine whether the phylogeographical trends stand up to further investigation. Such efforts could also be facilitated by creating an EnteroBase for Streptococcus, which would be relatively easy to do if there were any interested curators and sufficient interest in the Streptococcus community.
In summary, we illustrate the use of a variety of reliable, high throughput tools for determining the microbial diversity and extracting microbial genomes from metagenomic data. We illustrate these tools with metagenomes from modern and historical samples, and release all the data and methods for further use by others.
Methods
(a) Dimension reduction of frequencies of reads.
The SPARSE results were submitted to two forms of dimensional reduction of diversity. UMAP analysis was performed with its Python implementation [31], using the parameters min_neighbors=5 and min_dist=0.0. PCA was performed using the decomposition.PCA module of the scikit-learn Python library [39] . Optimal k-mean clusters of the first three components from the UMAP analysis were calculated with the sklearn.cluster module of the scikit-learn Python library.
(b) Ranking of microbial species by their SVM weights
A supervised Support Vector Machine [40] classification of samples was performed using the SVM module of the scikit-learn Python library on the raw SPARSE results (Dataset S3). The SVM classification was performed 300 times on a randomly chosen training set consisting of 60% of all samples with varying penalty hyper-parameter C, and scored using 5-fold cross-validation. The model was then tested with the optimal hyper-parameter on the remaining 40% of samples, and correctly inferred the oral source for >96% of the test samples. The optimal SVM coefficients for each individual species were estimated by training that model once again on all the oral samples. The order of the species in Fig. 2 consists of the SVM weights (squares of the coefficients; [41] ) in descending order.
(c) Genome reconstructions for Streptococcus mutans and Streptococcus sobrinus
We set a minimum criterion for reconstruction of MAGs at least two million nucleotides covered by sequence reads in a metagenome. SPARSE identified 66 and 28 samples which met these criteria for S. mutans (ANI95% cluster s5) or S. sobrinus (s3465), respectively (Figs. 4B,D) . The species specific reads from these samples were extracted from the metagenomes and subjected to reference-guided assemblies using 'EToKi assemble' as described elsewhere [2] . These assemblies were performed against reference genomes UA159 (S. mutans, GCF_000007465) and NCTC12279 (S. sobrinus, GCF_900475395). All other genomes deposited in RefSeq from the same species (S. mutans: 194, S. sobrinus: 49) were used as an ingroup and 262 genomes from other species in the Streptococcus Mutans group were used as an outgroup (Table S3 ). Individuals SNPs were unmasked which were supported by at least three reads, and whose consensus base was supported by ≥70% of the mapped reads. The successfully reconstructed genomes for S. mutans and S. sobrinus can be downloaded at https://github.com/zheminzhou/OralMicrobiome. An alignment (EToKi align) of the 31 S. mutans MAGs plus all 195 S. mutans genomes plus the only S. troglodytae genome in RefSeq (Table S3) [57] ) hierarchical clustering based on the Euclidean distances between pairs of microbiomes. Euclidean p-distances were calculated between each pair as the square root of the sum of the squared pairwise differences in the percentage of reads assigned by SPARSE to each microbial taxon. Nodes whose cluster location was inconsistent with the UMAP clustering in part A are highlighted with black perimeters. Tree visualization: GrapeTree [4] .
Figure 2.
Average percentage abundance (left axis) of bacterial species by source for the 40 most influential species according to Support Vector Machine analysis. The relative abundances per source are indicated by the three bars for each species in mini-histograms. Species are ordered from left to right according to decreasing SVM weight (right axis). SVM weight was calculated as the squared coefficients in the optimal SVM model that separated samples according to oral source. Species belonging to oral complexes are indicated by filled circles of the corresponding colours. Legend: Source colours and symbol for SVM weight Figure 3 . Average percentage abundances of 28 species from six oral complexes [5] in 784 metagenomes by oral source. The percentage abundances per source are indicated by the three bars for each species in mini-histograms. Species are ordered from left to right by oral complex (colours). Within each oral complex, the order is by decreasing total abundance.
Figure 4.
Neighbour-joining (FastMe2; [57] ) hierarchical clustering based on the Euclidean distances between pairs of 245 microbial species whose percentage abundance was >2% in at least one microbiome. Species names are indicated for members of the six oral complexes [5] , and four apparent clusters of oral complexes are highlighted in gray. An expanded version of the same tree including all species labels is available in Fig. S2 . 
